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EFFECTIVE
PRINCIPLES THAT'LL
SKYROCKET YOUR
SALES

Increasing sales is
the primary goal of
most businesses

FORTUNATELY THERE ARE MANY WAYS YOU CAN
INCREASE SALES THROUGH YOUR WEBSITE
Increasing sales is the key to any successful business as it has an
exponential effect across not only your website but also your business
as a whole. This guide gives you a break down of how to increase
sales on your website.

HONESTY
OK, this might seem obvious but this is not only crucial to a businesses reputation but it is also crucial with the search
engines. A rule of thumb is if you can't back it up don't use it, don't over hype as it seems too salesy. A straight forward
approach is a good rule of thumb

SIMPLICITY
Keep your web pages simple. Don't overwhelm your visitors maybe use video to put a lot of information into a small
soundbite.

ADD VIDEO
Adding video can increase conversions by up to 86%. Our brain processes information 60,000 times quicker in
visual format than in text. This can also be used across social media platforms which give greater organic reach
video.

RESPONSIVE DESIGN
Users access websites from multiple devices, so implementing a responsive design ensures that a prospect gets
the best user experience.

REVIEWS
Back up all your claims with reviews as this increases trust. Customer reviews act as a friendly recommendation and
will typically see an 18% uplift in sales as a result. Not only that but they will appear in your Serp results listings (see
SEO. Use trusted 3rd party review sites so your prospects can verify your reviews.

CAPTURE EMAIL ADDRESSES
According to Hubspot 80% of business professionals believe email marketing increases sales and customer
retention. Ways to get prospects to engage is to offer something of value, hey you downloaded this right? See our
guide 21 cold email secrets to generate leads

UP-SELLING
This does not just have to be reserved for products, this can also be used for services as well. There is generally a
reason why we offer all the products or services we do and that is because they go together and generally create a
better experience. Upselling is 20 times more effective than cross selling.

IT'S NOT ALL ABOUT YOU
What is your value proposition, how does what you offer solve your clients problems, what benefits will it delivery and
why should they buy from you rather than a competitor.

LIVE CHAT
Prospects will always have questions when they come to your website. Often picking up the phone is something they
would like to avoid. Having live chat, providing it is manned is a great way to increase conversions. Another alternative
to this would be a chat bot.

IP TRACK AND TRACE
Identifying anonymous visitors to your website can be key to generating engagement and ultimately sales. This
helps identify leads in real time, maximises your ROI on marketing spend, and can help you understand your
audience better. We use free visitor tracking software on our website design .

A/B TESTING
Every business is unique and although we can understand through growth hacking what your competitors sales
strategy is and what is working for them, one size does not fit all. A/B testing will increase conversions by
optimising each page.

URGENCY
Creating limited time offers for certain products and services will increase conversions. People who tend to wait,
weigh up all their options first. People to tend to wait end up not buying at all. Urgency is way to get them to do this
now.

OFFER A GUARANTEE
If people are on the fence offering a guarantee is a great way to ensure they end their transaction as a satisfied
customer. The more iron clad the better but don't offer something you can't deliver.

USE CUSTOMER VOICE IN COPY
Copywriters have one of the hardest jobs, not only do they have to write copy for the search engines but they also
have to write copy that will sell. The best way to do this is to use copy that the business owners / customers have
said to themselves. See our copywriting page or download our ultimate list of power words that sell.

SELL FOR A LONGER TIME FRAME
Instead of selling one off products or services and relying on upsells and downsell opportunities, get clients to
invest in a yearly fee by introducing subscription based models or discounted yearly selling plans.

SOCIAL PROOF
Social proof allows you to include a popup box that lets visitors know about recent purchases of your product or
service. It encourages trust and will lead to increased purchases.

USE A PERSONAL CALL TO ACTION
Instead of saying "Download our guide to x" use "Download your guide to x" or start your free trial. Use of colloquial
language such as 'oh heck yes' or 'ka-ching'.

EXIT INTENT
Want to increase subscribers? Then get a pop up to appear with an incentive when the user signals they are going
to exit your website.

STICKY TOP BAR (DIVI BAR)
Notice bar at the top of your page that remains there to gain attention. A sticky top bar is perfect for high
converting subscribe form.

GROWTH HACKING
If you’re struggling to win customers, but your competitors aren’t, does it mean they’re better than you? No, in fact,
it’s more likely they’re marketing to your target audience in all the right places. Growth hacking helps establish
exactly how they are getting their traffic. This in turn will us to place you in front of the same audience as a more
attractive prospect. See more here

DEDICATED LANDING PAGE
A dedicated landing page will for your marketing efforts will make it a highly converting one. Download 'Your landing
page check list" from our website

ADD A SUBSCRIBE BUTTON AT THE END OF YOUR CONTENT
If you think popups will annoy people then a solution to this would be to have a regular subscribe button at the end of
your content or blog.

SUBMIT A SURVEY
Not only do surverys gather insights from users but can be used to increase sales, build an email list and generate leads.

ADD SIDEBAR
Adding a subscribe bar to your blog pages is a great way to encourage sign ups

RETARGET YOUR EXISTING CUSTOMERS
When a business is thinking about growth they often overlook their existing clients. Instead of improving your customer
acquisition look to your customer retention strategy.

TRUST ICONS
This can be anything from industry standards marks to ensuring your website has a ssl certificate.

ACCEPT DIFFERENT PAYMENT METHODS
If you only accept visa and mastercard you have alienated a lot of potential customers.

SEO IS IMPORTANT
SEO stands for Search Engine Optimisation - without this the search engines will not understand what your website is
about. This should underpin all your marketing efforts as the more traffic you generate from marketing the more visible
in the search engines you will become.

ANSWER OBJECTIONS
Most people will just be browsing when they come to your website. They maybe looking to do business but they need
to be convinced. Answering their objections in a positive way will increase sales rates.

AUDIT
Identifying issues on a website that are potentially bringing down conversion rates should help increase site
effectiveness and in turn your sales.

RE-TARGETED ADS
If you are not re-targeting your ads you are missing out on a huge opportunity. Developing a re-targeted ad campaign
to reach them soon after they leave is a great way to increase conversions. Buyers tend to fit into two categories,
factual or emotional. When re-targeting you want to ensure you re-target with the opposite message and lead them to
a landing page with that in mind.

IMPROVE DESIGN
You have just 6 seconds for a client to decide whether your company will be an asset to them and your company are
worth investing in. Customer experience has become one of the most important factors in a user to deciding if they will
part with their money or not.Your website will also the centre for all your online marketing and advertising efforts. It
should not just be a place you signpost people to but an integral part of your business, that will convert traffic and
ultimately make them a purchaser. Visit our web design page for more information and free downloads

CREATE SALES FUNNELS
Identifying a buyer's journey and creating a sales funnel that enables the buyer to decide if the product or service is
right for them is not only key to understanding your marketing and sales process but is also key to identifying what
marketing is working and what needs to stop. If you don't have a sales funnel you are losing customers.

Conculsion
If your looking to increase your sales you
need to not only try tactics your
competitors are but also trying techniques
your competitors have not thought of yet.
To do this you will need to utilise some of
the methods listed above. To find out what
is right for you, book a free hour
consultation with Pink Elephant Media or
read our free guide "The Ultimate step by
step guide to improving lead conversion
rates"

Need Help with
Increasing sales?
Get in touch

